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Abstract: Novel actuator materials are necessary to advance the field of soft robotics. However, since
current solutions are limited in terms of strain, strain rate, or robustness, a new actuator type was
developed. In its basic configuration, this actuator consisted of four layers and self-coiled into a
helix after pre-stretching. The actuator principle was a dielectric polymer actuator. Instead of an
elastomer, a thin thermoplastic film, in this case polyethylene, was used as the dielectric and the
typically low potential strain was amplified more than 40 times by the helical set-up. In a hot press,
the thermoplastic film was joined together with layers of carbon black employed as electrodes and
a highly elastic thermoplastic polyurethane film. Once the stack was laser cut into thin strips, they
were then stretched over the polyethylene (PE) film’s limit of elasticity and released, thus forming a
helix. The manufactured prototype showed a maximum strain of 2% while lifting six times its own
weight at actuation frequencies of 3 Hz, which is equivalent to a strain rate of 12%/s. This shows the
great potential of the newly developed actuator type. Nevertheless, materials, geometry as well as
the manufacturing process are still subject to optimization.
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1. Introduction
Soft robotics is an emerging field with the potential to overcome the limitations of
classic, rigid mechanisms [1,2]. An extensively researched field involves soft actuators,
often called artificial muscles, giving soft robotic systems the ability to interact with and in
combination with integrated sensors react to their environment [3]. Many of the employed
principles and demonstrator structures are inspired by biological role models [4–6]. Possible
motions are, for example, locomotion, transportation, or gripping [7–9]. The aim to give
the soft robotic systems the ability to move and manipulate objects in their environment
make it necessary for the structures to incorporate potent actuators and sufficiently precise
sensors that allow for propio- and exteroception. Similar to how muscles and nerves allow
animals to perform complex tasks. Frequently employed actuator mechanisms include
pneumatics, thermally responding materials like shape memory alloys (SMA) or polymers,
or dielectric elastomers actuators (DEA) [10–13]. The former exhibit large potential strain
and force but also require additional compressors to supply pressurized air for actuation;
the resulting systems are bulky and less portable apart from possessing highly nonlinear
dynamic behavior and low efficiency. Actuators stimulated by external heat sources or
Joule heating, for example, SMAs, have a high work density and can exert high forces
at moderate strain levels [14]. However, they also exhibit strong hysteresis and are very
slow especially while cooling [15]. Novel actuator types, such as twisted, coiled polymer
actuators, are a promising new option due to their lower hysteresis and lower costs [16,17].
Unfortunately, they still lack efficiency, do not have a powerless halting state and are slow to
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relax unless actively cooled. Incorporating these slower active components into minimum
energy structures does allow for faster motions of the overall system. Moreover smartly
combining several actuators to move out of the resting positions can also circumvent the
problem of an energy consuming halting state [18]. Still, this is only feasible for specialized
structures with two desired states. As that is not desired for many versatile, flexible,
biomimetic systems, these disadvantages persist.
DE actuators, in contrast, provide large strains (>300%), high speeds, self-sensing
capabilities, and can be held in their activated state without further power consumption [19].
However, current DEAs require rigid frames to be pre-strained. Otherwise, their strain
is reduced by several orders of magnitude [10]. Other challenges in DEA technology are
posed by the manufacturing of stable, compliant electrodes, the prevention of a dielectric
breakdown, and the expanding nature of DEAs when actuated, which is contrary to natural
muscle function [20]. Additionally, the most frequently used materials, for example, acrylic
and silicone membranes, are difficult to manufacture and reliably handle at thicknesses
below 100 µm [21]. Moreover, these thin elastomer films are prone to mechanical defects
and dielectric breakdown. These disadvantages severely limit their potential since the
electrostatic pressure
 2
U
Peq = ε 0 ε r
(1)
t2
responsible for actuation can be increased by decreasing the dielectric’s thickness t.
The alternative would be to increase the applied voltage U or the permittivity ε—an
option that is limited by breakdown strength, safety concerns, and the availability of
compact high-voltage power supplies. The relative permittivity εr , which ranges from
two to five for common dielectrics, can be improved by additives, which in return lower
breakdown strength and stretchability [22].
Thus, the feasible Maxwell pressure and electromechanical coupling of pure elastomer
membrane actuators are considerably restricted.
Some of these disadvantages are addressed by the hydraulically amplified self-healing
electrostatic (HASEL) actuator that combines electrostatic and hydraulic actuation by
means of a thin, polypropylene film [23]. In contrast to silicone dielectric membranes that
exhibit strains over 300%, strains are negligible because of their relatively high mechanical stiffness Y (~0.1 MPa for typical elastomers, up to ~1500 MPa for polypropylene) if
thermoplastic materials, such as polyethylene or polypropylene, are used as dielectric. The
achievable strain
Peq
sz =
,
(2)
Y
is approximately 0.25% for a 10 µm film with 1500 MPa at 5 kV.
The HASEL actuator exceeds those limits by moving a dielectric liquid in a sealed
pocket of thin thermoplastic films [24]. This actuator can be manufactured from inexpensive
materials by industrial processes and demonstrate large forces at high speeds as well as
good maximum strains. However, the strain is limited to approximately 20% in addition to
a leakage of hydraulic fluids potentially lowering long-term stability and reliability.
Therefore, in this article, a novel type of actuator based on a self-coiling dielectric
polymer actuator (DPA) will be introduced. It is inspired by the fiber-based artificial
muscles presented by Kanik et al. [25]. Kanik’s fibers consist of two polymers that are
processed by thermal drawing to cross-sections of 13 by 8 µm. Although the difference
in thermal expansion coefficients of 10−4 K−1 is relatively small, when converted to a
spring shape by cold drawing, the fibers contract by 50% with a temperature difference of
only 14 K. Evidently, an elongation difference of 0.14% in the bi-polymer leads to a global
contraction of 50%.
Regardless of their impressive performance, these fibers still exhibit poor dynamic
behavior. Upon cooling after activation, the heat introduced during the activation process
must be dissipated. If a number of these fibers are combined to a bundle, as is the case
in natural muscles, the heat dissipation and consequently cooling rate can be lowered
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Figure 1. (a) Helical fiber actuator set-up; (b) theoretical prediction of the deformation of a dielectric elastomers actuator
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2. Materials and Methods
The base materials used in this study are packaging stretch wrap, CB and a hyperelastic film. As usual for stretch wrap, the film is made of linear low-density polyethylene
(LLD-PE), which according to the Omnexus Plastics Database has a dielectric constant and
dissipation factor of 2.3 and 0.0003 at 1 kHz, respectively (Stretchfolie 270 m Transparent,
purchased at Golder Handels GmbH, Eching, Germany). These films had thicknesses of
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Many of the produced samples had one or multiple defects, resulting in the separation
of layers, dielectric breakdown or short-circuits (see Figure 2b). These types of defects
may occur due to material inhomogeneities, manual handling and electrical contacting.
Generally, laser-cut samples are more stable, most likely because fiber edges are sealed
during the process, which prevents short-circuits between the inner and outer electrode in
case a coil contacts itself. The effect is strongest when the TPU film is located on the upper
side of the stack during the laser cutting process. To flatten and prevent the joined stack
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from distorting during the laser-cutting process, it is taped on to a sheet of paper that can
easily be removed afterward. The laser-cutting was conducted with a Lasermaxx Plott 60
(Lotus Laser Systems, Basildon, Great Britain, UK) at 70% of the maximum power and a
cutting speed of 350 mm/s.
The successfully manufactured specimens were stable up to an activation voltage of
5 kV.
The prepared specimens were tested by attaching small pieces of paper weighing 0.1 g
to the end of the coiled actuator. The open source high voltage power source “Peta Pico
Voltron” was used for the application of high voltage potential to the electrodes [31]. Since
most samples were not stable at potential differences exceeding 5 kV, they were tested
at 2 to 5 kV and an excitation frequency of 2 and 3 Hz. The motion was filmed with a
digital camera (Lumix, Panasonic, kadoma, Japan) with 30 frames per s, and the images
obtained were evaluated with a Matlab (Mathworks Inc, Natick, MA, USA) script using
the Eigenvalue features as a position indicator.
The characterization as a sensor was carried out with the pre-stretching device. Varying lengths from 25 to 115 mm were set. At each point, the electrical resistance was
measured with a multimeter (DAQ6510-7700, Keithley Instruments, Cleveland, OH, USA).
Microsections were prepared by embedding the fibers in epoxy resin, curing, cutting,
and grinding of the cross-section. By means of the microscope AxioImager (Carl Zeiss AG,
Oberkochen, Germany), images of cross-sections were taken and analyzed. Additionally,
Differential Scanning Calorimetry of the base materials was conducted to determine the
optimal joining temperature.
3. Results
3.1. Manufacturing of Helical Dielectric Polymer Actuator
The fabrication process of the fiber-shaped actuator posed several challenges before
being able to manufacture working specimens. First, CB was used instead of carbon
nano tubes for the electrodes. The carbon nano tubes, even after long dispersion times in
planetary centrifugal mixers or in an ultrasonic bath, re-agglomerated quickly after being
applied to the PE film. As that problem was significantly reduced with the use of CB, it
was chosen as the electrode material. However, a minimal amount of CB particles (0.05%),
according to the datasheet, are larger than 45 µm in diameter. That leads to defects in the
PE film when these overly large particles are pressed into it.
The Differential Scanning Calorimetry revealed a melting temperature of 122 ◦ C for
the used PE film and 158 ◦ C for the TPU film. Because the TPU starts to soften already at
126 ◦ C, the hot press temperature of 135 ◦ C was chosen to join the TPU and PE layers and
only 130 ◦ C to join the CB and the PE layer for the outer electrode. In further trial and error
tests, this proved to be the optimal temperature values.
Another important factor that leads to poor sample quality is the contacting step. The
first approach was to insert additional highly conductive materials on the edges before
joining the layers together in order to contact the inner electrode. Inserted aluminum
or copper foil lead to very little adhesion between the PE and TPU layers because the
stiff metal layers prevented the hot press from fully closing. When using silver-plated
polyamide yarn, the adhesion between the layers was significantly better because the
press was able to deform the yarn sufficiently. However, during the joining process, the
yarn pierced the PE film, which lead to an undesirable electrical connection between
the electrodes. Finally, the strategy depicted in Figure 2d was adapted with a slightly
reduced length of the PE film, which allows the inner electrode to be contacted easily. For
actuation of the samples aluminum or copper foils were folded around the contacting
areas for the inner and outer electrode and connected to the high-voltage power source by
crocodile clips.
Also the pre-stretching factor is an essential parameter to be considered. As shown in
Figure 3a, the TPU base material is stretchable to over 800%. If joined in the hot press with
the PE film, the force needed to elongate it, i.e., the modulus, is higher. In the performed
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is desirable to maximize the contraction potential. However, the application of excessive
pre-strain leads to damages of the PE film and consequently breakthroughs between the
electrodes. Because all samples with an applied pre-strain of more than 60% were defective, the maximum feasible pre-strain was 60%. The characterization was performed with
samples with 40% pre-strain to enhance the share of working specimens. The pre-strain
6 of 10
of 40% leads to a relatively low number of coils per length, and thus, lower maximum
contraction. As visible in Figure 3b the number of turns per cm is approximately two.
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samples with 40% pre-strain to enhance the share of working specimens. The pre-strain
of 40% leads to a relatively low number of coils per length, and thus, lower maximum
contraction. As visible in Figure 3b the number of turns per cm is approximately two.
To prevent defective samples from being evaluated with high-voltage activation,
resistance measurements between the inner and outer electrode were conducted before and
after pre-stretching. Only if the resistance exceeded the range of the laboratory multimeter,
the samples were evaluated further.
3.2. High-Voltage Actuation
When a high-voltage potential is applied to the inner and outer electrodes of the
self-coiled actuator, the actuator contracts as expected. Simultaneously the coil diameter
increases. Due to the small overall actuator length, the contraction is hardly visible but can
be tracked with sufficient accuracy by a high-resolution camera. Without the small weights
slightly elongating the fiber, the motion is not directed longitudinally but is random.
Therefore the analysis was conducted with these weights.
If there is a small defect in the thermoplastic film that leads to a short circuit, the
current flowing through that miniature hole leads to a temperature increase. Subsequently,
the film melts at that location and the sample is a defect. The approach to check for these
defects beforehand by measuring the resistance between both electrodes was not successful.
Most likely because the microscopic damages in the dielectric layer are very small, which
together with the high resistance of the electrodes leads to a resistance that exceeded
100 MΩ and could not be measured with the employed equipment.
Figure 4a shows the results for actuators at varying applied voltages and activation frequencies.
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0.44 mm or 0.52 and 1.1%, respectively. For 3 kV, that contraction was more than 40 times
higher than the theoretical thickness change of the PE film (0.025%).
At both excitation frequencies of 2 and 3 Hz, the movement of the attached weight
follows the excitation signal well. With a maximum velocity of 4.8 mm/s or a strain rate of
7 of 10
12%/s for both activation and deactivation, the helical DPA offered high-speed actuation.
There was no significant difference in maximum contractions between the samples activated at frequencies of 2 and 3 Hz.
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first cycle. However, if being stretched to 115 mm, which was only done after
the third
deforming the helical actuator (Figure 4b). In the overcontracted state, i.e., the coils were
in contact with one another, the resistance was stable (under 50 mm length). However,
once the specimens were stretched to separate the coils, their resistance decreased until
the actuator was fully stretched and all coils disappeared (over 100 mm). In this state, the
linearized average resistance change was 25 kΩ/mm, equaling a gauge factor of −1.14.
When the actuator was stretched even further, thus drastically deforming the electrodes,
the electrode resistance abruptly rose again. This behavior was repeatable for several
specimens and at least three cycles. After every cycle and the involved overstretching,
the base resistance increased. For the second and third cycle, the resistance continued
to decrease up to a length of 100 mm in some cases due to the not recovered amount of
strain of the first cycle. However, if being stretched to 115 mm, which was only done after
the third cycle, the resistance on average rose drastically to 40% of the base resistance.
Overall, electrode resistance remained relatively high at over 3 MΩ, which might lead to a
transmission line effect for longer fibers.
The negative gauge factor is uncommon for sensors with a percolative system based
on a CB or CNT composite. Usually, the resistance increases upon elongation. However,
the negative gauge factor is still sensible when considering the self-coiled helical set-up.
When activated the dielectric thermoplastic layer expands, which leads to an expansion
of the coil diameter and a contraction in fiber direction. Therefore, when elongated by an
external force, as in this case, the electrode is compressed rather than stretched leading to a
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decreasing resistance. After the helix is stretched so far that it is uncoiled, the electrode is
then strained as well, which explains the sharp increase in resistance after this point.
4. Discussion
The newly developed DPA is able to lift at least six times its own weight at rates that
are only achievable for thermal actuators if cooled actively. Also, the limit of the weight to
be lifted as well as the relation between applied weight and contraction is to be investigated
further. The actuator stroke is limited, due to the relatively low number of seven or eight
coils over a length of 40 mm.
Another important aspect that must be further investigated and requires optimization
is the geometry of individual layers: the thickness ratio of passive and active layers as
well as the aspect ratio of the total cross-section are essential factors. If the cross-section is
significantly wider than it is high, the actuator not only curls into a helix along its length
but in the lateral direction as well, c.f. Figure 2b (microsection). Due to different underlying
actuation mechanisms compared to the thermally drawn and actuated fibers by Kanik
et al., the optimal cross-section may not necessarily be squared with equal heights of both
materials as they suggested for their fiber.
In comparison with the bi-polymer fibers presented by Kanik, the helical dielectric
thermoplastic polymer actuators show lower maximum contraction. That is likely due
to the significantly lower pre-strain and the following turns per cm (<2 versus a maximum of 16) of the helix. Simultaneously, they can be actuated above frequencies of 1 Hz
without water cooling and are significantly less dependent on the ambient temperature.
Additionally, in contrast to regular DEAs, they are mechanically robust and do not require
a pre-stretching frame during operation.
Moreover, the self-sensing can also be improved. First, better conductivity of the
electrodes would facilitate the measurement. Secondly, using a capacitance-based measurement instead of resistance might be beneficial. Especially for dynamic movements,
percolative sensor systems based on carbon particles are disadvantageous due to their
non-monotonic sensor behavior [32]. Capacitance as a position indicator could provide
a monotonic, more linear signal but the strategy to use three electrodes with the aim to
minimize the influence of close disturbing objects like the human body would require
considerable changes to the actuator concept.
5. Conclusions
A novel sensor-actuator concept for a helical artificial muscle as well as a corresponding prototype structure were successfully developed. In summary, the following
conclusions can be given:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

It is feasible to manufacture a functioning helical dielectric thermoplastic polymer actuator.
The actuator can lift multiples of its own weight at actuation frequencies over 1 Hz.
Actuator strain is still limited but by far exceeds that of a comparable planar configuration.
The helical DPA has the potential to combine the advantages of coiled thermally
activated artificial muscles and DEAs.
The actuator is capable of self-sensing position control.
Actuator materials, geometry, and manufacturing methods are still subject to optimization to significantly improve actuator performance.

The new actuator concept is very promising for applications in soft robotic systems,
although still requiring essential modifications. Especially the implementation of stable electrodes and miniaturization of the actuator are promising options for enhanced
performance. Additionally, this study was restricted to a single material combination.
Materials and manufacturing methods that allow more pre-stretch or enable the production
of thinner strips can help to significantly increase contraction. Also, thinner films, both for
the PE as well as the TPU layer, could improve the stroke and overall electromechanical
coupling. This feature could be realized by the thermal drawing of a four-layer fiber set-up.
The vast variety of thermoplastic polymers leaves considerable room for improvement,
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and potentially bi-sensitive actuators with suitable material combinations that respond
to electrical and thermal stimuli are promising options as well. Moreover, the drastically
different elastic moduli of active, inactive, and electrode materials including their relation
also influence the actuator performance. Other conducting particles, like carbon nano
tubes, might improve electrode conductivity, thus minimizing the transmission line effect
or allowing thinner electrode layers.
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